
You can select a Saved Audience (discussed later) or use a
pre-made LinkedIn Audience. See the image to the right, this
was after selecting 'Event Planners' from the dropdown
above.

After the Objective is chosen, next you will select who will
see your ad(s).
 
In most cases it makes sense to leave the default of
'Recent or permanent location' selected and then type and
select counties, cities, or DMA regions based on your
desired reach. 

AUDIENCE CREATION

Now, back to our campaign. So far we have chosen the location in which to show your ads, now lets create our
audience from scratch. 
 

Audience Expansion allows you, as an advertiser, to increase the reach of your campaign by showing your ads
to audiences with similar attributes to your target audience. I recommend leaving this ON! 

NOTE: This is to educate to you of the option to select a Saved Audience
or using a LinkedIn Audience. Neither are mandatory. 



LinkedIn offers more ways to target your audience. The first option is 'Narrow audience further (AND)' which
means the audience must meet the criteria of location AND the options chosen thereafter.
 
The second option is 'Exclude Audience' meaning the audience must meet the location limitation, but we want to
exclude a factor of that group (i.e. job function, seniority, etc)
 
 
 

Now let's select our first narrowing characteristic, our 'AND'...below I chose Company>Company Name>Gartner.

 Audience Attributes-detailed targeting
based on demographics, education,
and career.
Matched Audiences-this section is
only applicable if you have the ability
to add the LinkedIn Insight Tag to your
website-we will review this option later
in the guide.

The image to the right shows your options
for narrowing the audience. 
 
There are two categories:
 
1.

2.

 
 

After selecting the locations for your audience you
will see the section shown in the image to the
right, appear underneath the location box.
 
To speak in simpler terms, let's imagine audience
creation as a funnel. The top has the largest
reach, this would be all of the United States, the
default. As we work down the funnel (the audience
attribute selection) the amount begins to get
smaller and smaller. We took the first step, by
narrowing the audience down to your location.

WARNING: This next section is a bit of a doozy. 
Read closely and pay attention to the nuances. 

We will focus on the first option - Narrow audience further (AND).



Gartner is a large company in Fort Myers, and also is
technology focused. Therefore, it is likely that many
of their employees use the internet, and LinkedIn.
 
You see that now Gartner is added to our narrowing
characteristics along with another local company
under 'Company Names'.
 
 

Add more targeting attributes by clicking  'Narrow
audience further (AND)' to continue to specify
your audience. 
You can choose to  'Exclude audience' if you need
a certain characteristic excluded within the
choices you have made in the categories above. 
Or if have chosen all you wish to include in your
audience, you can continue down the page and
into the next section-Ad Format.

 
So, now we have Fort Myers, FL as our location,
AND 'INCLUDE people who have ANY of the following
attributes': Company Names-Gartner and Arthrex.
 
Once you select all you wish in any attribution
category (this one being the Company Names
category), you can:
 

 
 NOTE: You'll notice throughout this document I' am
bolding 'AND'. This is because LinkedIn also has an
'OR' option related to creating your audience.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The image above shows the company name selections in blue, with the option to add more companies to the list by
selecting the '+' next to the last selection, 'Arthrex'. These additions will also fall under the rule of 'include people who
have ANY of the following attributes'.
 
You will notice that above the company names there is a drop down menu labeled 'current jobs' depending on the
category you are selecting within these options for the characteristic will vary.
 
 
If you click to Narrow audience further (AND), you will see the option to 'Add more attributes (OR) +' appear.
What exactly does this option mean? It seems counterintuitive to select to 'narrow' and then choose to 'add'.
However, selecting to 'Add more attributes (OR) +' will EXPAND your audience, as you are 'adding' more attributes.
 
 

NARROW AUDIENCE FURTHER (AND):

ADD MORE ATTRIBUTES (OR):



 
Add more attributes (AND)- selecting this makes the audience NARROW, the target audience must fit ALL of the
audience attributes listed thereafter.
 
Add more attributes (OR)- this ADDS to the audience, it allows for an attribute driven audience with certain 'MUST
HAVE' attributes BUT does not requiring the audience to meet every attribute you list. This option can only be
chosen after selecting a narrowing audience attribute, allowing you to target multiple attributes unrelated to one
individual.
 
 To make this easier to understand let's go through choosing one of each to add to our current Audience: 
 
 

NARROW AUDIENCE FURTHER (AND) VS ADD MORE ATTRIBUTES (OR):

NARROW AUDIENCE FURTHER (AND) 

ADD MORE ATTRIBUTES (OR)

CURRENT AUDIENCE

Location: Fort Myers

Location: Fort Myers

Location: Fort Myers

Narrow Audience Further +: Gartner and Arthrex 1,700 LinkedIn Users in Fort Myers who
work for Gartner or Arthrex

Narrow Audience Further +: Gartner and Arthrex
Add More Attributes (OR): Human Resources

3,200 LinkedIn Users in Fort Myers (our
MUST) who work for Gartner or Arthrex
OR are in Human Resources

Narrow Audience Further +: Gartner and Arthrex
Narrow Audience Further +: Human Resources

The amount of LinkedIn users who live
in Fort Myers, working at Gartner or
Arthrex who are ALSO in human
resources is too small to target.
 
This shows the drastic difference of
AND vs OR when selecting attribute
relationships.
 



For every audience attribute that you include, the audience size will decrease.

For every selection you make within an attribute, the audience size will
increase. For example, selecting multiple companies, your audience size will
increase as your target audience only needs to match one of these selections.
Having more selections within an attribute will help to broaden your audience.

For every audience attribute and selection that you exclude, your audience
size will decrease. For example, if you exclude several job functions,
members matching any of those job functions will not be included in your
target audience.

As you’re setting up your targeting options, there are a few things to keep in mind:
 

 

 

 

TIPS ON AUDIENCE BUILDING

AD FORMAT
The options show in the image to the right are the
varieties LinkedIn offers for a sponsored campaign.
Like Facebook, LinkedIn offers the Single Image,
Single Video, and Carousel (multiple image) ad
formats.
 
Once you make your selection, a pop up window
will NOT appear where you can select content. You
will do this later. 
 
 BUDGET & SCHEDULE

Keep in mind, as a rule of thumb, LinkedIn advertising is
MORE expensive than Facebook advertising. Therefore it is
normal to not receive the same results on both platforms for
a fixed budget.
 
Though advertising on LinkedIn is more expensive, you are
able to reach the exact companies you are after, and use
targeting attributes unavailable on the Facebook Ads
Manager platform.
 
On the next page, we will discuss the options given by
LinkedIn for this section.
 
 

NOTE: View this section on
the right to see how the
attributes chosen affect your
reach in real time.

Keep on 'Automated bid' unless
trained otherwise

CONVERSION TRACKING
Learn about setting up conversion events with the LinkedIn Insight Tag further in this guide on Page 22.


